MAJOR TRANSIT AND TRANSPORTATION CONSTRUCTION TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

Thursday, February 13, 2020, 9:00 AM
1149 S. Broadway, 1st Floor Conference Room No. 150, Los Angeles, CA 90015

Committee Members: Richard Liu (BOE), Chair
Karynna Carlos (BOE)
+Gabriela Chek (BOE)
Vatche Kouyoumjian, (LADOT)
Maverick Chengcuencba, (LADOT)
Carl Mehrabians, (LADOT)
Ron Jackson, (BSS)
Pat Graham, (ConAD)

+Absent

It is the responsibility of the Major Transportation Construction Traffic Management Committee to review applications for permits to work within the streets and determine work site traffic control conditions within the Transit Project Impact Area (LAMC 62.250).

To be placed on the agenda, a brief description of the project must be emailed to ENG.TCTMC@lacity.org by 12 PM on Thursday in order to present the following Thursday. Additionally, it is the policy of the Committee to allow public comment on individual agenda items subject to such time limits as the Committee Chairman may deem appropriate.

Appeals Committee - The General Manager of the Department of Transportation, the City Engineer, the Director of the Bureau of Street Services, and the Director of the Bureau of Contract Administration, or their designees. The City Engineer shall be the Chairperson of the Appeals Committee. The Appeals Committee considers appeals regarding Worksite Traffic Control Conditions and night work. The President of the Board of Public Works decides those appeals heard by the Appeals Committee that end in a tie vote. If you would like to appeal the committee’s determination, please email ENG.TCTMC@lacity.org with your request.

It is requested that individuals who require the services of a translator contact ENG.TCTMC@lacity.org no later than the day preceding the meeting. Whenever possible, a translator will be provided.

Sign language interpreters, assistive listening devices, or other auxiliary aids and/or services may be provided upon request. To ensure availability, you are advised to make your request at least 72 hours prior to the meeting you wish to attend.

SI REQUIERE SERVICIOS DE TRADUCCION, FAVOR DE NOTIFICAR LA OFICINA CON 24 HORAS POR ANTICIPADO.
PUBLIC COMMENT: The Committee will hear public testimony on agenda items under the Committee's jurisdiction.

MINUTES: Review and adopt February 6, 2020 meeting minutes.

AGENDA ITEMS:

1) Ellen Rodriguez (Ridgeline Telecom)
   Grand Ave. & 6th St. – RC: Intercept existing conduit to add new 4’x4’ maintenance hole to replace damaged fiber. Utilize new pothole to assist with Fiber replacement.
   • U-P#: 2019015830
   DISPOSITION: Moved to 2-20-20.

2) Brian Nguyen (Video Voice)
   Hill St. & Temple St. & S Broadway & Spring St. & Main St. – RC: Rolling TCP for accessing maintenance holes and replacing fiber.
   • BSS#: 2019009909, 2020000138, 000139, 000140

3) Trent Ramirez (Cable Engineering Services)
   456 E 3rd St. – RC: Excavate to place 12’ of one 2” conduit. Place equipment on utility pole.
   • U-P#: 2020001199
   DISPOSITION: Item Cancelled.

4) Jonathan Verduzco (SoCalGas)
   712 S. Olive St. – RC: Install gas service.
   • U-P#: 2020000112
   DISPOSITION: Moved to 2-20-20.

5) Jason Jimenez (Crown Castle)
   630 West 5th St & Grand Ave – RC: Microtrench/excavation of fiber optics from existing telephone manhole to proposed vaults in the sidewalk.
   • U-P#: 2020000516

6) Rico Reynoso (California Traffic Control Services)
   865 Figueroa St – RC: Lane closure to hoist HVAC equipment with 90-ton crane.
   • BSS#: 2019010097
   DISPOSITION: Moved to 2-20-20.

7) Rico Reynoso (California Traffic Control Services)
   420 S. Grand Ave – RC: Lane closure to hoist HVAC equipment with 265-ton crane.
   • BSS#: 2020000963
   DISPOSITION: Moved to 2-20-20.
8) Eric Gonzalez (HP Communications, Inc)
   432 E. Temple St – RC: Replace existing vault with new 30" x 48" vault & place new 2"
   conduit from vault to right of way. Approx 25' linear feet. Removing & replacing 296 sq. ft.
   of sidewalk concrete.
   •  U-P#: 202000908.
   DISPOSITION: No Show.

9) Tim McHale (TPR Traffic Solutions)
   994 W. 8th St. – RC: Requesting a night closure to install conduit from a vault in the middle
   of 8th street to the property.
   •  U-P#: 2019014726

10) Marylou Rocca (EukonGroup/AT&T)
    730 S Hope St – RC: Trenching for installation of fiber conduit in the public right-of-way.
    •  U-P#: 202000790
    DISPOSITION: Updated U-permit; Removed from agenda.

11) Johnny Defachelle (CIM Group Inc.)
    420 3rd St – RC: Utilizing the street parking to place two trash bins that are 20’ x 8’ wide.
    •  BSS#: 202000956
    DISPOSITION: No Show.

12) John Johnston (AT&T)
    S Broadway and W 4th St – RC: Excavate and place conduit from wye cast to existing
    conduit, to customer property line.
    •  U-P#: 2019005289
    DISPOSITION: Moved to 2/20/20.

13) John Johnston (AT&T)
    Olive St & W 1 St., S/S W Temple St. E/O N Grand Ave. – RC: Access maintenance holes to
    place and splice fiber cable.
    •  BSS#: 202000522
    DISPOSITION: 200102-RC- Under review.

14) John Johnston (AT&T)
    W/S E Commercial St., S/O N Alameda St. – RC: Access pole to do aerial work.
    •  BSS#: 202000607
    DISPOSITION: 200103-RC- Under review.

15) John Johnston (AT&T)
    S San Pedro St & E 3rd St – RC: Excavate and place conduit from Why cast to existing pole.
    •  U-P#: 202000866
    DISPOSITION: 200104-RC- Under review.
16) John Johnston (AT&T)
   W/S S Hope St N/O W 8th St – RC: Excavate and place conduit from existing manhole to new splicebox.
   - U-P#: 2020000817
   DISPOSITION: 200105-RC- Under review.

17) John Johnston (AT&T)
   E 3rd St & Omar St – RC: Excavate and place conduit from wye cast in street to new handhole in sidewalk.
   - U-P#: 2020000693
   DISPOSITION: 200106-RC- Under review

18) John Johnston (AT&T)
   N/S James M Wood Blvd, E/O Francisco St; Figueroa St N/O James M Wood Blvd – RC: Access maintenance holes to place and splice fiber cables.
   - BSS#: 2020000719
   DISPOSITION: Item Cancelled.

19) John Johnston (AT&T)
   Sweetzer Ave and Wilshire Blvd– PLE: Access maintenance hole to energize existing fiber cable.
   - BSS#: 2019009995
   DISPOSITION: Item Cancelled.

20) John Johnston (AT&T)
   W 6th St & S Arden Blvd – PLE: Excavate and place conduit from existing manhole to new splicebox.
   - U-P#: 2020000687
   DISPOSITION: 200107-PLE – TLR Issued.

21) John Johnston (AT&T)
   - BSS#: 2020000711
   DISPOSITION: 200108-PLE – Under Review.

22) John Johnston (AT&T)
   - U-P#: 2020000578
   DISPOSITION: 200109-PLE – Under Review.

23) John Johnston (AT&T)
   Wilshire Blvd & Mariposa Ave – PLE: Access maintenance holes to place and splice fiber cable.
   - BSS#: 2019010243
   DISPOSITION: 200110-PLE – Under Review.
24) Matt Smith (SoCal Gas)
   550 S Wilton Pl. – **PLE**: Abandon gas service.
   - U-P#: 2019015208
   **DISPOSITION**: Moved to 2-20-20.

25) David Ronquillo (JH Snyder/TMI)
   5757 Wilshire Blvd. – **PLE**: Steel Deliveries & Concrete Pours.
   - BSS#: 2020001203, 2020001204, 2020001205, 2020001206 & 2020001207
   **DISPOSITION**: 200101-PLE- TLR Issued.

26) Judith Guerrero (ARAM Construction Co.)
   667-671 Wilton Avenue – **PLE**: Requesting for Permit for a Trash Bin on the street (Width: 8ft, Length: 20ft, Area: 160). Requesting for a permit to park in the Street.
   - BSS#: 2020000911
   **DISPOSITION**: Moved to 2-20-20.

27) David Ronquillo (Matt Construction)
   3663 Wilshire Blvd. – **PLE**: Sidewalk replacement and bollard installation.
   - BSS#: 2020000652
   **DISPOSITION**: 200090-PLE – Under Review pending schedule and council concurrence.

28) Stephanie Franco (Century Link)
   10390 Santa Monica Blvd – **PLE2**: Maintenance hole Access.
   - BSS#:
   **DISPOSITION**: Moved to 2-20-20.

29) Samuel Singer (Team Fishel/Century Link)
   10250 Santa Monica Blvd – **PLE2**: Place approximately 53’ of fiber optic cable in the NE sidewalk of Century Park W.
   - U-P#: 2020001210
   **DISPOSITION**: 200091-PLE2 – Under Review pending Schedule.

30) John Johnston (AT&T)
   W/S Santa Monica Blvd & Benecia Ave– **PLE2**: Access manhole to energize existing fiber cable.
   - BSS#: 2019006328
   **DISPOSITION**: 200111-PLE2 – TLR Issued.

31) Nina Duran (Crane Rental Services/Alcoa Traffic Control Inc)
   10345 Olympic Blvd– **PLE2**: Crane set up with street closures.
   - BSS#: 2020000967, 2020000988, 2020000986, 2020000990
   **DISPOSITION**: 200092-PLE2 – Under Review.

32) Aly Garcia (Hotline Construction)
   1641 Sawtelle Blvd. – **PLE3**: Replacing an SCE transmission power pole.
   - BSS#: 2020001239
33) David Ronquillo (LG Signs / TMI)
   10840 Wilshire Blvd – PLE3: Single Lane Closure to install a banner.
   • BSS#: 2020001014, 2020001015 & 2020001016
   DISPOSITION: 200094-PLE3 – TLR Issued.

34) John Johnston (AT&T)
   Obama Blvd. & Buckingham Rd. – CTC: Excavate and place conduit from existing pole to new splice box.
   • U-P#: 2019010186
   DISPOSITION: Moved to 2-20-20.

35) Samuel Singer (Team Fishel/Level (3))
   5777 W Century Blvd – CTC: Trench/bore and place approximately 2,900' of fiber optic cable along 98th St, south on Bellanca, West on Century Blvd and South on Aviation Blvd.
   • U-P#: 2019006629

36) Mina Azarnia (WCCD)
   • BSS#: 2020000920
   DISPOSITION: 200100-CTC- Under review.

37) Ronaldo Arboleda (A.C.C.E.S., Inc.)
   3900 W. Martin Luther King, Jr. Blvd. – CTC: Installation of a groundwater monitoring wells.
   • BSS#: 2020000927,
   • E-P#: 2020000002

38) Jacqueline Machado (Engineering Associates, LLC)
   11099 S. La Cienega Blvd and W. 111 St – CTC: Trench and install conduit.
   • U-P#: 2020001397
   DISPOSITION: 200097-CTC- Under review.

39) Robert Zavala (SoCal Gas)
   • U-P#: 2020000648
   DISPOSITION: 200098-CTC- Under review.

40) Robert Zavala (SoCal Gas)
   3407 Crenshaw Blvd – CTC: Concrete cut in sidewalk.
   • U-P#: 2020000222
   DISPOSITION: 200099-CTC- Under review.
41) John Johnston (AT&T)
7th St. & Merchant St.; E. Olympic Blvd. & Lawrence St. – SSB: Access manholes to place and splice fiber cables.
- BSS#: 2020000224
DISPOSITION: 200112-SSB – Under Review.

42) John Johnston (AT&T)
S Santa Fe Ave & Palmetto St. – SSB: Excavate and place conduit from existing utility pole to new splice box.
- U-P#: 2020000850
DISPOSITION: Moved to 2-20-20.

43) Old business items, Haul Route submittals and miscellaneous discussion items.

**TLRs were approved and issued for the following old business items**
190529-RC REVISED – U-P#: 2020001199
190701-CTC – U-P#: 2019008273
190735-RC – U-P#: 2019009661
200010-PLE – U-P#: 2019015505
200014-CTC – BSS#: 2019010391
200039-PLE – BSS#: 2020000020
200059-PLE – BSS#: 2019009521
200068-RC – BSS#: 2020000286
200070-SSB – BSS#: 202000438

**TLRs Pending Coordination**
190634-RC – U-P#: 2019007608
200046-CTC – U-P#: 2019010803